A question that we often hear answered
by Victor Willems, Managing Director of
RECARO Maritime and Pete Roberts: life-long
RECARO enthusiast through rallying and sportscar
racing and looked after RECARO Maritime customers
in Scandinavia for over 15 years.

WHICH SEAT WOULD YOU
RECOMMEND AS A TRADITIONAL
SKIPPER CHAIR?

Question

Because of the huge range of pedestals and
deck rails, at exhibitions I used to start with
showing visitors to the stand the seat first. The
clear favourite was the Northsea and suprisingly, this is not the most expensive choice
either.
A close second was the Atlantic and there are
plenty of Caspian SV’s in Scandinavia with all
the electric adjustments and heating. PR
I have to agree with Pete that the Northsea is
a firm favorite in Norway and the rest of Scandinavia. RECARO Maritime seats have always
been a favourite amongst Superyacht skippers,
where comfort and style go hand in hand.
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Personally, I like the Caspian - both manual
and electric versions. All our popular Captain
chairs are standard in leather VW

.....AND A NOTE FROM AUXANO
Whichever seat you decide on, remember
that there is a wide selection of pedestal
types with hydraulic or electric height
adjustment, rotation plates, footrests and
deck rails.
RECARO Maritime seats also fit a wide
range of existing pedestals allowing
customers to enjoy the comfort of a
RECARO whilst keeping their existing
pedestal.
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.....feel the difference.
ABOUT THE AUXANO GROUP
We are marine seating specialists and Authorized Licensed
Importers of RECARO Maritime products in over 15 counties
in Europe and South East Asia.
We share our headquarters in Manchester with our
Engineering Division, Auxano Technologies, producers of
marine products including the SolaCURE range of marine
navigation blinds and other maritime products.

Head Office: +44 161 643 7200 Manchester, England

